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Let X be a compact KIhler manifold of complex dimension m. One knows that 
the determination of Einstein-Kahler metrics on X can be reduced to the solution 
of complex Monge-Amp&e equations, depending on the sign of the first Chern 
class of X. Here, one studies a unified variational principle in the Sobolev space 
B’,,(X), whose Euler-Lagrange equations are the p.d.e. in question. The resulting 
varrational problem results in a limit case for the associated Sobolev inequalities. 
0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this article, we take up a new variational principle for the deter- 
mination of Einstein-Kahler metrics on a compact Klhler manifold X2,,, of 
arbitrary complex dimension m. We restrict the manifold by making 
necessary assumptions on its first Chern class C,(X), which must have 
prescribed sign, and show the calculus of variations point of view leads to a 
unified approach to the problem we study. In particular, starting from a 
given Klhler metric g on X, we consider Kiihler deformations of g of the 
form g, = g+ a@; they preserve the Kahler structure of X and, when 
C,(x) # 0, if g is chosen such that its first fundamental form represents 
C,(X) up to sign, they also remain in C,(X). We seek a Kahler 
deformation g, (with real valued globally defined function 4) which is 
Einstein-KPhler, i.e., the Ricci tensor is proportional to the metric tensor. 
Such deformations have been studied by numerous authors. E. Calabi 
[3] first initiated the study of this problem in 1954. He proposed various 
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methods for studying it, one of which involved calculus of variations based 
on minimizing the L, norm of deformed Ricci tensors in the space of 
Kahler metrics defined by the above deformations. The method we present 
below is substantially different, and consists in writing down the partial 
differential equations satisfied by the function 4 associated to the desired 
Einstein-Klhler metric g4 and then computing, by well-established 
functional analytic results, the convenient variational principle whose 
Euler-Lagrange equations are indeed the p.d.e. in question. In addition, we 
are able to formulate the problem in the Sobolev space W,,,(X) which is 
adapted to the associated variational principle. In [2, 3, 141, T. Aubin and 
S. T. Yau solved successfully the p.d.e. when C,(X) d 0 by the method of 
continuity, using elaborate a priori estimates. In a recent paper [4], Aubin 
studied the case C,(X) 2 0 also via continuity method and, under the 
geometric hypothesis jx n C, < (m + 1)*“(2m) -m (which generalizes nicely 
the condition x(X,) < 2 concerning Euler-Poincare characteristic obtained 
by Berger [S] when m = l), reduced the problem to an integral inequality 
(69) not yet proved. This inequality is an extension of Berger [S], who 
treated the one-dimensional case in a uniform manner by an isoperimetric 
variational principle using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. In this paper, we try 
to extend this unified pattern to the higher-dimensional case and to make 
first steps toward solving the variational problem in significant cases. 
The use of calculus of variations is extremely natural from both 
geometric and physical points of view. Einstein [ 111 and Hilbert attempted 
novel variational principles to describe Einstein’s field equations in general 
relativity. However, the elaboration of these techniques was impeded by the 
lack of progress in the mathematical understanding of the calculus of 
variations. In differential geometry, the use of variational methods in 
multi-dimensional problems centers around the work of Yamabe [12], 
who investigated deformations of the scalar curvature under conformal 
transformations of the metric. The p.d.e. one is led to is naturally posed in 
W,,,(X) and the non-linearity which occurs is limit and corresponds to the 
continuous but non-compact Sobolev inclusion W,,,(X) c L,(X). In [S], 
Berger studied the case of one complex dimension and Gaussian curvature. 
Amazingly, the same limiting behaviour which appears in [S] will become 
apparent in the problem of Einstein-KHhler metrics, except we consider the 
geometric problem in terms of the Sobolev space W,,,(X), where the 
compact Kahler manifold X has real dimension 2m. 
Our arguments in Section III show that higher-order (23) derivatives of 
the deformation 4 can be controlled in terms of the lower-order derivatives 
of 4 (in an appropriate L, sense). In particular the variational problems for 
the Einstein-Klhler deformations reduce to a study of L, norms of the 
second deriatives of 4 over X. This is desirable, for example, in the case of 
algebraic surfaces (m = 21, since global geometric invariants can often be 
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expressed in terms of L,(X) norms of an appropriate deformation 4 and its 
first and second derivatives. 
I. THE DEFORMATION EQUATIONS AND THE CALCULUS 
OF VARIATIONS PRINCIPLES ADAPTED TO THEIR STUDY 
Before defining the deformation equations leading to an Einstein-KPhler 
metric, it is important to present the differential geometric context of this 
problem. In addition, it is necessary to discuss complex differential 
geometry, and its utilisation in reducing a complicated non-linear system of 
partial differential equations to the search for the determination of one 
smooth function satisfying a single non-linear partial differential equation. 
Indeed, it will turn out that, by solving a well-defined Monge-Ampere 
equation globally over the compact manifold in question, an Einstein- 
Kahler metric can be determined provided the solution is smooth. 
This section is divided in three parts. Section I.1 gives some notations 
and definitions concerning first Chern class of Hermitian manifolds and 
K6hler deformations of metrics. In Section 1.2, the problem of existence of 
Einstein-Kahler metrics is rephrased analytically; translated in terms of 
analysis, it leads to complex Monge-Ampere equations (25) and (26). 
Section I.3 describes a variational principle and shows that the smooth 
solutions of (33) are the smooth critical points of the functional J (34). 
1. First Chern Class, Kihler Deformations of Metrics, and Complex 
Mange-Amp&e Operator. 
(i) Let X,, be a connected complex manifold of complex dimension 
m and let z1 = x1 + iy”)L = l,,..,m 
-7 z = z’ and set 
be local complex coordinates. We write 
a e,=a,=- a2 aza' aab=- aZaaP 
where greek indices A, ,u . . . run from 1 to m while Latin ones run through 
1 , . . . . m, i, . . . . 61. 
d is the operator of exterior differentiation, and d and d” its (1,0) and 
(0,l) parts defined on a function 4 by 
d(b = a, 4 dz”, d"qs=a,q5 dz’.
So d= d + d’ and, if d’= d - d”, dd’= - 2dd”; in particular, for any 
4 E c2m 
dd”q5 = - 2&d dz” A dz”. (1) 
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A real ( 1, 1) form x can locally be written 
x = ia,, dz* A dzfi, 
where the matrix (a,9)n,fl is everywhere Hermitian: arL = a,,. 
(ii) Let g be a Hermitian metric on X, i.e., a real symmetric 
covariant 2-tensor field g = g,, dz” @ dzb such that, for any indices, 
goLT= gab, g,,= gxfi== 
and the matrix (g,,),,, is everywhere Hermitian positive definite. Thus, by 
restriction to the real tangent bundle, g defines a Riemannian metric on X. 
Every paracompact complex manifold admits a Hermitian metric. 
The tensor g- ’ = gabea@eb, defined by the inverse matrix (g”“), is also 
real symmetric with 
g”LghLO and g”figp, = s;. 
g and g- ’ allow us to lower and raise indices in arbitrary tensors. 
Setting 
I gl = det(g& 
the oriented volume element is the globally defined 2m-form 
dV= (i/2)“lgl dz’ A dz’ A ... A dz” A dz” 
=Ig(dx’r\dy’r\ m.. AdxmAdym. (2) 
The first fundamental form of the Hermitian manifold (X, g) is the real 
(1, 1) form 
w = (i/2x) grip dz” A dz”; (3) 
dV=$u A 
m 
. . . *cJj= L Wm. 
m! 
(4) 
g is said to be Kgihler if w is closed, Equivalently, in a local chart 
adapted to the complex structure, 
a, gp, = a, ga, for any 1, cc, v. 
(iii) On a Hermitian manifold (X, g), the Chern’s connection V 
(extended to the complexified tensor algebra) is the unique real metric 
connection (Vg=O) such that, if 
Veoeb= r:bec (and so VeO dzb = - l-‘ic dz’) 
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in an adapted frame, all Christoffel’s symbols of mixed type vanish and 
only Pl;, = P, may be #O; then, necessarily, 
rAr= gv" a,gllp. 
When g is Kahler, V coincides with the Levi-Civita connection of the 
underlying Riemannian metric. 
The Laplacian and the square length of the gradient of a function 4 are 
defined by 
and 
A4 = -V”,(l5 = - g”” a,,4 
(v~12=vI~vI~=gllca~~a,~. 
The components of the curvature tensor of Chem’s connection 
Rdcab = W,,X,-V,V&, dzd> 
are shown to be #O only if a, b are of different type and c, d have same 
type. Also, lowering index d and defining 
R drab = g((veo veh - ve$i.) % ed) 
= gdeR’cab 9 
only mixed components R,,,J are ~0. One has 
R6 v4 = - RgTpgai = - a,rf, 
= -g6"aorBgy,+ g@pa,gyPaSgvp. (5) 
Consequently, for a vector field 6= B’e, (resp. a l-form e = gc dz’), 
commutation of indices in iterated covariant derivative yields, in the 
Kahler case, 
v,, 6’ - v,, 8’ = Rcdab od (6) 
(resp. vnb ar - vba a, = - Rdcob ad). 
In particular, when g is Klhler, for any tensor field t, 
VA, t = v,, t, v+ = pL”t* 9 
taking t = V”& where 4 E P(X), one gets 
(7) 
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And now let us define the Ricci tensor as the real symmetric covariant 
2-tensor R,, dz” @ dzb such that 
Rab=&r R,,=O 
and the mixed component R,, is given by the contraction 
R,, = RYyaS = - a,, Log I A 
the last equality resulting from (5). 
The Ricci form of the Hermitian metric g, 
(8) 
II/ = (i/2n) R,,, dz’ A dzP 
= (i/4n) d&Loglgl (by (8) and (l)h (9) 
is a closed real (1, 1) form. One proves that its cohomology class 
[$I E H2(X, Iw) is independent of the metric g. It is the first Chern class of 
the complex manifold X, denoted by C,(X). When X is compact, the 
topological invariant 
is, apart from a scaling factor, always an integer. In the case of positive 
Chern class, C,(X) > 0, as defined in paragraph (iv), we shall restrict X via 
an inequality for Cy (see (Proposition 4). 
(iv) From now on, we shall suppose X is a compact Klhler manifold 
(i.e., admits Kahler metrics). The following lemma describes the elements of 
a given cohomology class of (1, 1) forms. (See “Complex Manifolds” by 
Kodaira and Morrow, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, New York, 1971, for a 
proof (cf. C81, C91, C131).) 
LEMMA 1. Let x = ia,, dz” A dzP be a closed real (1, 1) form on a com- 
pact Kiihler manifold X. Then x is cohomologous to zero if and only if there 
exists f E P(X) such that 
x = id’#J i.e., alp = a,,$ 
A cohomology class 6 of real (1, 1) forms is said to be positive definite 
(resp. negative definite or null) if 6 contains a representative x = 
iu,, dz” A dzfi such that the Hermitian matrix (a,,),,, is everywhere postitive 
definite (resp. negative definite or null). Using Lemma 1, one shows that 
these three properties are mutually exclusive. Thus it is meaningful to say 
that C,(X) has prescribed sign ( >O, ~0, or null). 
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Let g and g’ be two Kahler metrics. The quantities corresponding to g’ 
are indicated with a prime (‘). g’ is called a Kahler deformation of g if the 
first fundamental forms (see (3)) w and w’ are cohomologous; equivalently, 
according to Lemma 1, if there exists 4 E P(X) such that 
‘A, = g&i + a,,4 (11) 
or 
We shall write 
(11’) 
and for g’ to define a metric on A’, 4 must belong to the convex set ‘?I of 
admissible functions defined by 
‘2l= { 4 E C*(X); the matrix ( gAp + aAPd),, is everywhere positive definite.} 
(12) 
If 4 E ?I, we can choose local coordinates adapted to a given point P E X, 
i.e., such that, in P, the matrix (giJi,+ and (a,,4),, are respectively the 
identity and diagonal. Then, for every direction 1, (1 + a&)(P) > 0 and 
the trace gAPg’,,, = m + Aq5 is positive. 
Under condition (1 l), the volume elements relative to g and g’ are 
related by 
dV’ = M(d) dV, 
where A4 is the complex Monge-Ampere operator 
M(d)=$=det(6i+Vi4), 
since, in the KHhler metric g, Vi4 = g”“a,,&. 
Let us also compare Ricci forms (9) $ and +‘. By (8) and (13), 
R;,,-R,,= -a,Log$= -a,,LogM(d), 
so 
I)’ - I) = (i/4n) dd’ Log M(d). 
(13) 
(14) 
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We conclude’ this section by displaying the development of the 
determinant (13) defining M(4) as a sum of homogeneous terms in 4 of 
degrees 0, 1, . . . . m. We can write 
M(ql)= 1 + f Csgn(Z,J)Vj;~*~~V~&, 
k=l I,J 
with Ze ((i,, ..*, i,); 1 <ii, < ... < ik Gm} and J a permutation of Z of 
signature sgn(Z, J). Setting 
&;l,‘;:fk= (k!)-‘df;l:-:fk, I k 1 k (15) 
where Sr;;:::;; is the Kronecker tensor (components #O and equal to + 1 or 
- 1 if and only if (pi, . . . . pk) is a sequence of k distinct integers between 1 
and m which is an even or odd permutation of (A,, . . . . ,I,)), we obtain 
k=l 
Compare Eq. (16) with (16’) of the Appendix. 
Since the Kronecker tensor has null covariant derivative and is antisym- 
metric in ZJ indices, by commutativity property (7) of covariant derivatives 
on a Kahler manifold, for I = 1, . . . . k - 1, we have 
and 1 - M(d) appears as a divergence (a key property from our viewpoint), 
1 - M(4) =yiwbk 
where the vector field X”(4) is defined by 
(17) 
(18) 
So, in a Kahler deformation, volume is preserved: jx dV= jx dV’. This is 
clear from the definition of M($, and (17) by integration. 
For later use, notice that if ur, . . . . uk belong to C3(X), the preceding 
argument yields that 
~$‘:-“V1lu . ..v 1 k MI 1 “‘u . ..vzk-lu _ v’kuk=@ Pklrl I Pk-1 k 1 (19) 
also, antisymmetry of E$ :::f;,k in il indices and equality Vy U, = VF uI imply 
* See the Appendix for an alternative differential form formulation. 
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2. The Equations Leading to Einstein-Ktihler Metrics. 
A Kahler metric on a Kahler manifold X is said to be Einstein if there 
exists a real number k such that 
I/’ = km’, i.e., RI,,, = g’,,. (21) 
A priori (21) is a system for the unknown metric g’. When X is compact, let 
us prove that it can be reduced to a single equation. 
A necessary condition for solving (21) is for C,(X) to be of prescribed 
sign. First let us suppose C,(X) # 0. The coefficient k will have the sign of 
C,(X) and, since a homothety on the metric preserves Ricci tensor, we can 
search g’ such that 
$‘=Ew’ or R’,, = E&, (22) 
with E equal to 1 or - 1 according whether C,(X) is >O or ~0. 
Choose a real (l-l) form x = (i/2n) &gir dz” A dz@ belonging to C,(X) 
such that the matrix (gip)l,r is everywhere positive definite and thus defines 
a Kihler metric g on X (since x is closed) with first fundamental form 
o = EX. Hence so, as well as +, belongs to C,(X) and, by Lemma 1, there 
exists f~ Cm(X) such that 
R,, = EgAlr + a,& (23) 
On the other hand, (22) shows that EO’EC~(X); thus o and o’ are 
cohomologous and g’ must be a Kahler deformation of g, 
&i = g,a, + a,,& (24) 
where the unknown function 4 satisfies an equation to be exhibited. 
Relations (22), (23), (24) imply 
R',,-R,fi=4g'~p- g,,)- %,if= %&P-f); 
since by (14) 
we have 
R’,, - R,, = - aifi Log M(b), 
Consequently, the function Log M(4) + ~4 -f, whose Laplacian is zero, 
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Now, if C,(X) = 0, start with an arbitrary initial Kahler metric g. Then 
$, cohomologous to zero, can be written (i/27r) d’d”f; that is, Rli, = a,& a 
substitute to (23). If we search a Klhler deformation g’ = g + X@ of g with 
null Ricci tensor, the preceding argument leads to the equation 
M(4) = ef. (26) 
This is a special case of Calabi conjecture which asserts that, on any 
compact Kahler manifold (X, g), every element 
x = (i/2x) aAp dz’ A dz” E C,(X) 
is the Ricci form of some Klhler metric g’. In fact, since x and I,+ belong to 
ClGf), 
R,, - R’ j,p = R,, - aAp = a,,, f 
for some function f E Cm(X), and if we search g’ as a KHhler deformation 
of g, equality (14) yields Eq. (26). 
3. Variational Principles for the Deformation Equations 
In complex dimension m = 1, 1 - M(4) = d+4, and the smooth solutions 
of A# + f =0 are the smooth critical points of the functional 
jX ($lVg]’ + f#) dV. It is natural to ask if this extends in higher dimensions 
and if the deformation equations can be written as the Euler-Lagrange 
equations of some functionals. Following Berger [6, p. 93, Sect. 2.5, 
concerning gradient operators], one is led to introduce 
44) = j- 1’ 4Cl- Wd)l ds dV for 4 E C2( X). (27) 
x 0 
It will turn out that all the operators in (25) and (26) are gradient 
operators. In Lemma 2 below, we prove the Gateaux derivative of J(q) is 
1 - M(q). We also define (for comparison purposes) a generalization of the 
quadratic form associated with 1 - M(q), as follows: 
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when Zk is homogeneous in cp of degree k + 1 and is the polarization of the 
following (k + l)-linear form on C2(X): 
Hdu,, ...I uk+ 1 )= -fx”f;:::f;v;;U, ‘-v$,kuk+I dV; (30) 
so 
Ik(#) = Hk(h . ..> 4). (31) 
As a consequence of antisymmetry of Kronecker tensor and commutativity 
properties (7) of covariant derivatives on Kahler manifolds, one proves 
that Hk is symmetric2 (a crucial property in our variational formulation). It 
is clear that HJu,,..., u~+~) is p reserved by permutation of ui and uj 
(i < j < k) since sf;; :::f;‘:::f;l;.‘.‘f; = E;; :::$:::t.‘:.-,. Thus the symmetry of Hk 
will be shown if we see 
I 
Hk(UI, . . . . uk, uk+l)=Hk(%, . . . . U&+I, uk). 
Integrating (30) by parts twice yields 
Hk(u1 I ...Y uk + , )= jx&~::::~~V~:u,...V~~~uk-,v~ku,V,ku,.,dV 
(using V&f;;:::;; = 0 and (19)) 
=- J ~~l~~-f;kV1l~l . . . x ’ Ir p’ V~~;~k-,V~uk+lukdV (by(20)) 
= Hk(uI > . ..> uk + I, uk). (32) 
To carry out these integrations by parts, we need in fact the functions 
UkE C3(X). However, we obtain the result when they are only C2 by a 
density argument. 
Let us rewrite the deformation equations under the form 
f,=[l--M(4)]-l+exp(-@+f)=O, &= +1 
r,(4) = [ 1 - M(4)] + ef - 1 = 0 
(33) 
and let us consider the functionals 
(34) 
L(4) = J(4) + lx (e’- 1) 4 dV. 
2 For an alternative proof see Eq. (82) of the Appendix. 
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LEMMA 2. The C2 critical points of the functional J + , 3 _ , or JO are the 
C2 solutions of the corresponding deformation equation. 
Proof We must only verify that if u and o belong to C2(X) and j(t) = 
J(u + tu), then 
f(O)=! [l-M(u)] vdV. 
x 
By symmetry of the (k + 1 )-linear form Hk, 
f I,Ju + tu)l , = 0 = coefficient of t in Hk(u + tv, . . . . u+ tu) 
= (k + 1) H,(u, . . . . u, u), 
hence 
j’(0) = f H,Ju, . . . . u, v) (by (29) and (31)) 
k=l 




[l-M(u)] vdV (by (16)). 
x 
A weak solution of a deformation equation (33) is a critical point of the 
corresponding functional J + , 3-, or .& in the Sobolev space W,,,(X) (see 
Proposition 1 below). 
We now turn to a discussion of such critical points. 
II. SOBOLEV SPACE SETTING FOR THE VARIATIONAL APPROACH 
TO DEFORMATION EQUATIONS 
Let us denote by J any of the functionals 3 + , J- , and Jo defined in 
(34). For investigating critical points of 3 by means of functional analysis, 
it is natural to work on Sobolev spaces. The appropriate one turns out to 
be the Sobolev space W,,(X), defined as the completion of C’(X) with 
respect o any of the equivalent norms 
Ilull W*,m = IIWI m + IIWI, + lI4lm 
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(where IV*u[* = +Vabu V&U = V% Vz8u + v”% V,,u and 11 Ijp is the L,(X) 
norm forpal) 
24 + llV2ullm + llullm or u+ Ildullm+ 
1 I 
1 UdV . 
x 
Since the real dimension of X is 2m, we are in the limit case of the 
Sobolev inclusion theorem and, for any UE W,,,(X), e” is integrable with 
convenient inequalities and compactness properties of the mapping 
u E w2.,W -+ e” E &(X1, 
according to Cherrier [ 10, Theorems 3 and 51. More precisely, there exist 
real numbers A and B such that, if UE W,,,(X), 
I 
e* dV< A exp 
x 
(35) 
and thus, for some constants C and p independent of u, 
5 PO’< Cex~@ll4l”,,,J. (36) x 
On the other hand, if (ui) is a bounded sequence of W,,,(X), there exist a 
subsequence (uc) and an element u E W,,,(X) such that, for any q > 1, 
exp(u,,) converges trongly to eU in L,(X); by reflexivity of W’,,,(X), we can 
also suppose ui, converges weakly to u in W,,,(X). 
Proposition 1 extends J and J to W,,,(X) and defines the weak solutions 
of the deformation equations as the critical points of the extended 
functional J, the C* ones being the admissible C” solutions of these 
equations. In Proposition 2, positivity and convexity properties of J are 
studied. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) Hk (see (30) and (32)) can be extended as a 
continuous (k + 1) linear symmetric form on W,,,(X); thus Z and J, defined 
in (28), (27), extend as polynomial C” functionals on W,,,(X). 
(ii) 3 extends as a C” bounded real valued mapping on W*,,(X). The 
zeros of the FrPchet derivative 
a: W2JW * (w*,mw))* 
are called the weak solutions of the deformation equations. The weak 
solutions of class C* are in fact smooth C” admissible solutions of these 
equations. 
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Proof (i) Let a,,(X) be the space C*(X) endowed with W,,-norm. 
First we show that, for any k = 1, . . . . m, H, is continuous on (B,,,(X))” + ‘. 
If u 1, . . . . uk+i belong to B,,,(X), let us put 
Ek(UI,...,Uk+,)=E~::::~~V~:U1.,.V~~:Uk-1V~~UkV’kUk+1; (37) 
&(U,, . . . . uk+l ) is the integrand of Hk(u,, . . . . uk+ ,) written under form 
(32), i.e., after performing one integration by parts in the initial definition 
(30). Notice that3 
since, in a g-orthonormal frame (g,, = 6,,), we can write 
(SUWfMiOn extended t0 all subsets (A,, . . . . &), (pI, . . . . pk) Of k integers 
between 1 and ml 
by Schwarz inequality, taking into account that in the chosen frame, if 
u E C(X), 
lvul*= f la,24(* and lV*uI*= $j (IV&*+ la,pl*)2~ Id,pl*. 
LX=1 a.fl = 1 a.B 




rk increases from 2 to 2m when k goes from 1 to m and, by Holder’s 
inequality, when ui, . . . . ak+ I belong to C*(X), 
(lu, . ..u k+,ii6(;1 II”,Ilrn)llukllr~Iluk+lllrk 
I= 1 
< c(vol(xv t?)? m) (Ifi: blh) bkll2m Ibk+lllZm. (39) 
3 See the Appendix for an alternate proof of (38) via differential forms (e.g., Eq. (38’)). 
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On the other hand, by the Sobolev inclusion theorem, W,,,(X) c W,,,,(X) 
and thus 
for UE W,,,(X). (40) 
Combining inequalities (38), (39), and (40), we get 
proving by the way the continuity of Hk on (&,(X))k”. By density, Hk 
extends as a continuous (k + 1 )-linear symmetric form on W,,,(X), always 
noted Hk. In fact, the proof shows that Hk can be prolonged to the space 
( W2,m(X))k- l x ( w.*m(m2. (41) 
Now relations (28), (30) imply that we can also extend I and f as 
continuous polynomial (and so PO) functionals on W,,,(X), the following 
equalities remaining true for any 4 E W,,,(X): 
Lemma 2 shows that the Frechet derivative of J is given by 
(d.&), t > = f f&(4 . ..> 4 t?> u and 5 E W,,,(X). (42) 
k=l 
Here ( , ) is the natural pairing between a Banach space and its dual. dJ: 
~2,mW) + (~2*,m* is a smooth C” mapping. 
(ii) J (34) extends as a C” bounded mapping from W,,,(X) to R. 
Let us prove it for J, . If UE W,,(X), u and e” are integrable; so we can 
set 
This functional is the required extension since we are going to see it is 
continuous on W,,,(X). Boundedness follows from the C” polynomial 
nature of J and inequality (36). As regards smoothness, defining 
E(u) = s, e”+fdV-, 
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one verifies by induction on I that 
(D’E(uMt19 ‘.., e,)=j/ u+f[l ...&dV. for u, 4 ‘, . . . . 5, E w2.,(-U. 
(43) 
Since eU and the 5k)s belong to L,(X) for any q > 1, the integral of (43) is 
well defined according to Holder’s inequality. We must check that the 
application D’E sends differentiably W,,,(X) in !2’( W,,,(X); R), the 
Banach space of Z-continuous forms on W,,,(X), with D(D’E) = D’+ ‘E. If 
hi W,,,(X), we have 
and thus 
(D’E(u+h)-D’E(u))(t,,..., u+‘h<l .. . (1 dV 
1 
$- I 2x efe”h2e~h~l~l . ..(.I dT/ 
1 < - emaxf 
2 Il~“ll,Il~‘h’II,Il~ll~ IfI l15kllq~ k=l 
with q= (1+4)-l by Holder. Taking into account the continuous 
embedding W,.,(X)c L,(X) and the fact that, for any bounded subset 
23 = ~2,ri?v-)Y 
w Ileih’IIqGw (Il4l,+ Ilephlly)< 00 (by (36)), 
23 b 
for some constant A independent of h, we can write 
IID’E(u + h) -DIE(u) - CD’+ ‘E(u))& ., . . . . .)I1 g~~w2,m~x~;~~ 
6 AIle’h’llq llWl2,,,, =4lWll WZ,mh 
which justifies (43). 
The critical points UE W,,,(X) of J, i.e., the weak solutions of 
deformation equations, satisfy a(u) = 0, that is, for 6 = 0, 1, - 1 and 
5 E ~*,&a 
(c&(u), t> = (U(u), 5) + jx (e-“+/- 1) 5 dV=O. (44) 
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As we saw Hk can be extended by continuity to the product space (41), 
notice that, according to (42) and inclusion W,,,,(X)cL,(X), the right- 
hand side of (44) is meaningful when 5 E W,,,,(X), Eq. (44) remaining 
satisfied for such < at a critical point U. 
The admissibility (12) and C” smoothness of C* weak solutions follow 
from Aubin [l, p. 1441. 
Let ‘B be the W,,,-closure of the set ‘?I of admissible functions (12). It is 
a closed convex subset of W,,,(X) for both strong and weak topologies. As 
regards convexity and sign of J on ‘%, we can state the 
PROPOSITION 2. On fl, 
(i) the functional J is convex and, in fact, the second variation of J 
(47’) is the Dirichlet integral in the deformed metric; 
(ii) I and J are 20, the following inequality being verified: 
O<J<I,<(m+l)J. (45) 
Note. Inequality (45) appears in Aubin [4, p. 1461, where it is shown in 
an inductive procedure. Here, the proof is different and shorter. 
Proof: (i) Let U, v, w E W,,,(X). Equation (42) yields 
(d(dJ)(u))(v)=$dJ(u+tv)L, 
=$ kz, Hk(u + tv, . . . . u + tv, *)ll=” 
= f kH,(u, . . . . U, v, .), by symmetry of Hk. 
k=l 
Thus the second Frechet derivative of J in u is given by4 
(&J(u))(v, W)= i kf?,(U, . . . . U, V, W) 
k=l 
Vzr;u Vakv V’“w dV, (46) 
using the remark concluding part (i) of the proof of Proposition 1 and (15). 
4 Se-e the Appendix (46’) for an alternate representation. 
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Pick u in ‘9l. To prove convexity of J in U, we shall show that the 
symmetric bilinear form d2J(u) is non-negative, i.e., 
for any u E W,,,(X). (47) 
By smoothness of J and density, we can suppose u E ‘$I and u E C2(X). Let A 
be the integrand of the integral (46) defining (d2J(u))(u, u). In P E X, choose 
a frame adapted to u (i.e., g-orthonormal and diagonalizing the matrix 
&AP)L,,) and set 
a1 = anxum, b,= 1 +a,. 
For p = 1, . . . . m and k = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1, we denote by Ek,p (resp. F,J the kth 
elementary symmetric function of the m - 1 variables aA (resp. b,), I # p. 
Thus E,,, = 1 and, if k 2 1, 
Now A(P) is equal to 
A(P)= f 1 ((k-l)!)-‘a~;..a,,_,a,,Ua,U 
k=l A,# #& 
1,s (l,...,m) 
yielding (47) since by hypothesis of admissibility on U, all the coefficients 
F,,,- l,fl are >O. Notice that if u E %, A(P) can be written 
A(P)= 
[ 
t (1 +a,)-‘&ul’ 
/A=1 lL!l (l+u*)l 
=g + aAu a,u Mtu) = (V’U~~M(U) 
and consequently 
-&u+Iu,l,ce=J A(P)dV(P)=J JV’u(2dV’, 
x x 
(47’) 
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the quantities being related to the Kahler deformation g, (11’) of g 
associated to u; so, when u # Const., J is strictly convex in the u-direction. 
(See the end of the Appendix for a proof via differential forms.) 
Following the pattern of Proposition 1, let us now define the C” 
polynomial functionals 
with k = 1, . . . . m, UI, .-a, Uk - I E w,,,(x) and Uk, Uk + , E w,,,,(x). The 
previous computation shows that, for u E ‘!II and u, w, w1 E W,,,(X), 
&(u, . . . . u, 0, u)>O, (&J(u))(w, w,)=mRJu, . . . . u, w, wl). (49) 
Remark 8 is the largest convex subset of W,,,(X) containing % on 
which .Z is convex. Indeed, choose UE C’(X) such that the metric 
g,=g+&is >Ob u not >O, i.e., admits somewhere one zero eigenvalue. t 
Arbitrarily close to u in C2 topology, we can find u’ with the property 
(&J(u’))(u, u) < 0, by picking u with support sufficiently small contained 
in the open set of X on which the tensor g,, has at least one negative 
eigenvalue. 
(ii) Concerning the sign of Z(u) and J(u), by continuity, we can take 
u E C2(X). Taking into account the definitions (29) of Z, .Z and (31) of Zk 
and Hk, if we set Z(u) =jx BdV, J(u) =jX CdV, we see that, in the 
previously used frame adapted to u, the integrands B and C for Z and J are 
then respectively given by 
(Recall that the elementary functions Ek,+ and Fk,p are defined in part (i) of 
the proof.) The inequalities (45) follow from 
O<C<B<(m+l)C when UE2L (45’) 
Proof of (45’). We are going to express 
and 
m--l 
yp = c Ek*p 
k-0 (k+ l)(k+2) 
(50) 
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as linear combinations of the (F,,,), with positive coefficients. Suppressing 
the index p, we set 
m-1 m-1 
P(x)= 1 (-l)kEkXm-l-k, Q(x)= 1 (-l)kFk~mP1--. 
k=O k=O 
Then, by Taylor’s formula, 
m-1 





i (-1)’ (m-l-k)! =+1-k)!,=, 
x(m-l-I)...(k-I+l)F,, 
yielding 
Combining (50) and (51), we obtain 
m-l m-1 




s,= 1 (-‘)k+!“;‘,:T:, 
m-1 
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we can write 
m-1-l 
k=O 
=(m-l-O!~!=(mC, _ )-I 
m! ml 3 (54) 







= k;. (-l)m-I-/-k %-I 
m+l-k 
thus, by (53), (54) 
m-l 
t\= ps,=(m-O! I! 
m+l (m+ l)! 
=[(m+l)Ct]-’ (55) 
and 
0 < t, < sI < (m + 1) t,, 
which leads to (45’), by (52) and positivity of the Fis. 
Remark. (1) With the aid of functionals 7, defined in (48), Z and .Z can 
be expressed on W,,,(X) under the form 
I= 2 kSk-lTk, J= f ktk-,Fk, 
k=l k=l 
the assertion justified by comparing, in an adapted frame, the integrands of 
both sides of these equations, using (52). For example, if B and Bk are the 
integrands of Z and 7,, we have 
B= 2 &~c?~U~~= f mf’SkFk,+,dpfd,2 
p=l /1=1 k=O 
1 = 2 k+,&. k=l 
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Hence, by (54) and (55), 
I= f (Ck,)-‘7,, J= -f (C~+J’Tk,. 
k=l k=l 
(56) 
Since rk is 20 on g (49) and r,(u) = IX IVul’ 0, we obtain 
J(u) > when ME’% (57) 
On the other hand, since CT= I H, = Cp=, (Ci) - ‘A, and dJ(u) = 
u, . . . . u, .) by (42), we infer for any u E W,,,(X) and 5 E W,,,,,(X), 
(dJ(u), t > = f (c;)-‘&(u, . . . . U, t) (58) 
k=l 
(recalling that dJ(u) can be extended by continuity to W,,,,(X)). Now let h 
be an increasing C’ real valued function on R, with h’ E L,(R), more 
generally, we may suppose h increasing Lipschitzian. In (58), take UE @I 
and 5 = h(u). Then 
since, for k = 2, . . . . m, 
fik(U, ***, 4 h(u)) 
(the integrand is 20 because u E CTz and h’(u) 3 0). Equation (59) is 
analogous to Aubin’s inequality (18) in [l, p. 1493. 
In the next section, we will use (57) for getting lower bounds of 3 and 
(59) is the cornerstone in the proof of boundedness of weak solutions of 
deformation equations (Proposition 4 below). 
(2) Unlike what happens for convexity, minorations of type (57), 
(59) are valid on subsets of W,,,(X) larger than B, e.g., on 
%=2X when 1 G c c c(m). (60) 
(21z, is the set of u E C’(X) such that the tensor g, = cg + c% is everywhere 
positive definite). Of course, m-I and (m + 1 )- ’ must be replaced by lower 
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positive constants depending on c and m. As in (48) one introduces the 
functionals 
Rc,k(“l 3 ...Y uk + I )=jx&$;;::$;kfj’ (Cdr;:+V~:U,)VP~UkVAkUk+l dV 
I= I 
=ck+,,(: ,..., F), k>2, 
&k(U) = &,k(% .-., u), 
z,,k being >O on q. One expands Z and J as linear combinations of Tr and 
Z+ 2 <k <m. The coefficients can be explicitly computed, but are less 
simple than in (56), (58), and are >O when c is sufficiently close to 1. For 
instance, in case m = 2, one immediately obtains 
Z(u) = J(u) = 7 llvull:+~~&). 
III. ON EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS 
OF DEFORMATION EQUATIONS 
For any function u E L,(X), we note U = V- ’ jX u dV the average of u 
over the manifold (X, g) of volume V= jX dV. Recall that the topology of 
W,,,(X) can be defined by the norm u + IIVul/, + [Ul. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (X,,, g ) be a compact Kiihler manifold with first 
Chern class C,(X) of prescribed sign. 
(i) Case C,(X) < 0. On a, the functional 
is bounded from below, convex, and thus weakly lower semicontinuous. 
(ii) Case C,(X) = 0. On ‘$I, the functional 
Jo(u) = J(u) + JX (e’- 1) u dV 
is convex, weakly lower semicontinuous, and bounded from below if 
5 e’dV= V. X (61) 
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Setting 
udV=l , lelF8, 
under condition (61), H, is a natural constraint for JO(u) over W,,,(X) (in 
the sense defined below). 
(iii) Case C,(X) > 0. The functional 
over W,,(X) has as a natural constraint (see the definition below) the 
weakly closed C” hypersurface 
UE W,,,(X); G(u)=IxepU+‘dV= V). (62) 
3, is weakly lower semicontinuous on a. Assuming the first fundamental 
form w belongs to C,(X) and Aubin’s inequality (69), J, is bounded from 
below on B n C if we restrict the manifold X by the geometric assumption 
s 
Tic, < (m + 1)2”(2m)-“. (63) 
X 
(When m = 1, note that this requires 0 <x(x) < 2 us in [S, p. 3313.) 
(iv) For any minimizing sequence (uk) relative to 3- Ia, JOlrUnH,, or 
J+IQifT.D the sequences (J(uk)) and ( )(ukJI ,+,,,J are bounded. 
Proof (i) C,(X) < 0. By Proposition 2, J is convex on a and so is 
J- because the mapping u + - jxu dV+jxe”+rdV is clearly convex on 
W,,(X). Hence J- is weakly lower semicontinuous on % (Berger [6, 
p. 301]), i.e., if a sequence (vk) of a converges weakly in W,,,(X) to v 
(v E $rI since % is weakly closed), then J_(v) < lim inf, ~ ~ 3 _ ( vk). 
On the other hand, for any u E ‘8, using e”+fa I+ u + f, f(u) 2 0 
(Proposition 2) and setting Ci = V + jxf dV, we have 
J-(u)>J(u)+C1>Cc1. (64) 
Thus h=Inf,.az-(u)> -co. Now consider a minimizing sequence 
(a,)~% Thus if U,E% and limk,,J-(u,)=p, J-(uk)<C2. So, 
according to (64), (57), 
J(Q) d c, - c, and 11%112~ C(m+ l)(C,- C1)ll’*. (65) 
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Then 
lxUkdV= -3-(uk)+(J(s)+J‘xeu~+ldV)~ -c*. 
Thanks to the inequality e /+’ + C3 2 2t (t E IF!) for some positive constant 





Therefore, IfX uk dVI < C4 and, by (65), sup, llukII w,,Zc 03. Thus the 
minimizing sequence (&} has a weakly convergent subsequence in W,,,(X) 
with limit ii. 
It is natural to conjecture that the inlimum p is reached at ii since the 
deformation equation r-(d) = 0 (33) admits a unique solution 4 E 2L [ 11, 
consequently 4 must be the absolute minimizer of the functional on 9. 
(ii) C,(X) = 0. Let Q be a C* solution of the deformation equation 
r,(d) = 0 (33). By integration over X, we obtain (61) because the volume is 
preserved in the Kahler deformation g + a&r5 (17). Equation (61) is a 
necessary condition that f must satisfy in order that f,,(d) = 0 be solvable 
and under which ,?&, is invariant by addition of constants. We suppose (61) 
verified. 
Notice that the hyperplane H, is a natural constraint for our variational 
problem, i.e., any critical point II of JOIH, is a weak solution. In fact, there 
exists a Lagrange multiplier ,I such that, if 5 E W,,(X), 
(d’&(u), 0 + 1 Jx 5 dV= <dJ(u), 5) + Jx (ef- 1+ A) 5 dV= 0. 
Taking < = 1, from (61), we deduce 
I e/dV+ (A- 1) V=IV=O, x 
thus ,I= 0 and &(u) = 0. 
As previously, Jo is clearly convex and thus weakly lower semicon- 
tinuous on the convex weakly closed subsets ‘8 and ‘?f n H, of W,,,(X). 
S80/?9/1-9 
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Jo is bounded from below on ‘B. Let u E % and U’ = u - U. As z = 0, 
30(u) = Jo(u’) = J(d) + Ix efu’ dl/ (66) 
and, by PoincarC’s inequality, 
II4 I G 4IWl*. (67) 
Also u’ E ‘B. Hence, taking into account (57) and setting /I = exp(max* f), 
we can write 
wherey=min,,,(t*/(m+l)-a/?t).S~v=Inf~J,=Inf~,,~,,> -co. 
Let (uk) be a minimizing sequence belonging to cl AH,. Then 
&(uk)<C, and inequality (68) implies that /(Vu,J2< C2. Since ii,=1 by 
definition, sup, llu,J W,,z < 00. Also, by (45), (66), and (67), 
Now, a subsequence (Us,) converges weakly in W,,,(X), toward a limit u. It 
is reasonable to conjecture that inhmum v is reached in some point, a 
candidate being u. Indeed, the equation r,(d) = 0 admits a unique solution 
4 in ?I n H,, and so 4 must be the absolute minimum of the functional in 
%f-IH,. 
(iii) C,(X) > 0. First, let 4 E C2(X) be a solution of r+(d) =0 (33). 
Integrating over X, we find 
which means that 4 necessarily belongs to the set C defined in (62). 
Z is a strictly convex C” hypersurface of W,,(X). The proof of 
Proposition 1, (ii) shows that the function G is smooth and that, for every 
u E W,,,(X), dG(u) # 0 and the hessian &G(u) is positive definite. C is also 
weakly closed. This follows from the compactness of the mapping 
u E W,,,(X) --, e-” E L,(X) recalled at the beginning of Section II. 
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In fact, G is a weakly continuous function on W,,,(X) and therefore 3, 
is weakly lower semicontinuous on % and a n E (by convexity of J on a). 
Indeed, let (u,) be a sequence of W,,,(X) weakly converging to U; we have 
only to prove that G(u) is the unique cluster value of the sequence (G(u,)). 
Let (uk) = (u,,) be a subsequence of (u,) such that lim, _ m G(uk) = 1. Since 
ok tends weakly to U, sup, ( IIuklj W2,m) < co. By compactness of the embed- 
dings W,,,(X) c L,(X), Kondrakov’s theorem, a subsequence (wi) = (uk,) 
converges to u in any L,(X) and we may suppose limj, co W,(X) = u(x) for 
almost all XE X. Now inequality (36) implies the sequence (e-“‘J) is 
bounded in the Lebesgue spaces L,(X) and, because e-y converges to eeU 
almost everywhere, e-9 tends also to e-’ weakly in L,(X), by a well- 
known integration result. Consequently I = G(U) since 
I 
e -“+fdV= lim 
s 
e-‘“~efdV= lim G(wj) = 1. 
X i-m x j- co 
Z is a natural constraint for the variational problem under study, which 
is thus an isoperimetric one (see Berger [6, p. 324)). This means that the 
critical points u of the restriction of 3 + to C are the critical points of 3 + 
on W,,,(X) itself; hence weak solutions appear to be of saddle point type. 
In fact, writing at such a point u the proportionality of a+(u) and dG(u), 
we get a Lagrange multiplier J such that, for any 5 E W,,,(X), 
Picking 5 = 1 yields 
(A+ l)Jxe -“ff&- I/= 0; 
hence, since u E 2, 3, jx e-“+/ dV=O and 1=0, so dJ+(u)=O. 
Remark that constraint Z is the exact analogue of the Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem in complex dimension m = 1 (Berger [ 51). 
Note that J, is not bounded from below on 8, because 
lim, + o. J+(k) = - cx), for appropriate constants k. According to the 
previous paragraph, we are led to minimize J, over % n .2Z To this end we 
shall need Aubin’s fundamental hypothesis [4, p. 1481, an extension of 
(35). For any compact Klhler manifold (X,,, g), there exist two constants 
C and < such that, if p > 1, every function u E @ satisfies 
s e -P”dV,<Cexp [<p”+‘Z(u)-pii]. X (69) 
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When C,(X) > 0 and w E C,(X), the best constant 5, (i.e., the infimum of 
real numbers 5 for which there exists C(5) such that (69) is verified) is 
obtained by studying the case of a ball in Q=“, so that 
~,=(2/7r)“mm+‘(m+ 1))2”-‘(m- l)!. 
Assume u E C,(X) and take u E % n C. Since jX e-“+‘dV= F’, 
(70) 
and, by (69), (45), for any 5 > L, 
Log([xep’ ) m ~c,(5)+5r(u)-u~c,+(m+1)4J(u)-u. 
Therefore, 
C,<(m+ 1)&I(U)-u 








Now inequality (71) and non-negativity of J(U) yield the boundedness from 
below of J, on BnC: 
.J+(u) 2 Wu) + C,(6) 2 C,(d). (73) 
Since w belongs to C,(X), by (lo), V= (x”‘/m!) fX2C1 and (70) shows 
that the geometric condition (72) can be written under the form (63). 
Let (Q) be a minimizing sequence for J, 1% nz. Then 3 +(u,) < Cs and, 
by (57), (73), 
(m+ l)-‘IIVukll:~J(u,)~C,=6-‘(C,-C4). 
Therefore IIVu,II 2, as well as 
IKCI = ~-‘IJ(wc)-J+W- VI9 
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is bounded independently of k. Consequently, sup, lluk/l w,,2 c co, and thus 
{ uk} has in W,,,(X) a weakly convergent subsequence. 
(iv) The assertions concerning minimizing sequences are discussed 
above, in each case. In the case C,(X) >O, we conjecture that the weak 
limit U of the minimizing sequence (uk} described above in (iii) under (63) 
is the desired critical point corresponding to a Kahler-Einstein metric. 
We now turn to the boundedness of weak solutions (from a unified point 
of view). 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a real number c(m), depending only on m, 
such that any weak solution u ~a = q (1 <c < c(m)) of deformation 
equations belongs to L,(X). 
Proof We use a well-known iterative procedure for L,-norms. 
In the remark closing Section II, we noticed the existence of a constant 
c(m) > 1 with the following property: if 1 6 c < c(m), one can find a scalar 
D(c) such that, for any Lipschitzian increasing function h: R --) R and 
UEK, 
(dJ(u), h(u)) >D-’ j h’(u)lVul* dV. (74) 
x 
Now if we suppose u is a weak solution of deformation equations, by 
definition (44), u verifies 
<dJ(u), t > = jx W, u) 5 dK 5 E w,,*mm (75) 
where K(x, u) = 1 - ePS”+/ (6 = 0, 1, or - 1) belongs to n,, i L,(X). Thus 
(74), (75) yield 
J: h’(u)lVu(* dV<D lx K(x, u) h(u) d?‘. (76) 
Let p > 2 and I > 0. Choosing, in (76) h = h,, where h, is the odd real 
valued mapping defined by 
h,(t) = tP- ’ when 0 < t < I and h,(t)=IP-lifta/, 
we obtain 
I 4(P- 1) h;(u)lVul* d?‘=---T- x P I Iul <I (VIulp’*12dW D jx IK(x, u) h,(u)1 dc 
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letting 1 tend to infinity, we find 
lx lVlulP~212dV~C,p s, pqx, u)l IulP-‘dV. (77) 
According to Sobolev’s embedding theorem, WL2W = ~2arW) 
(a = m/b - 1 )I, 
bII&= II 14p’211;~~c2w14p’211:+ II 14p’211:). (78) 
On the other hand, picking p E 11, a[ and noting that pp/(p(fl- 1) + 1) 6 
/?/(/I - l), by Holder’s inequality, we have 
s X Im aw dV< II~(x,u)llps,@(8-1)+1) ll14p-111p&?,(p--l) 
GC(P, mw(x, ~Nl~,(p-I)lIull;~l <CMl;;‘. (79) 
Taking into account (77), (78), (79), we get 
Ibcp~ Gm41~p- l + lb@). (80) 
Either lim, ~ co Ilu114< 1 and then ll~ll~ < 1, or else, since the mapping 
q + V- ilq 112411 4 is increasing, for p>po, Ilullp> 1 and thus, by (80), 
I141:p~ GPll4l;pb; setting y = a//3 > 1 and q. = fipo, this gives 
II4l,, Q Gq)B’ql141 4 when qaqo, 
and, by iteration, for all integers n, 
IIuJlyn,< (c6q)w?xY’-“+ “. +++ “’ +Y-‘+11y(B/4)C(n-l)Y’-“+ ...Iv-k+ “‘Y-‘quII 
4 
<max{ 1, (C6q)(~Iy)(YI(y-‘1))} y(8’~)(7’(~-‘)2)~~~~~4 = C,ll l(~, 
i.e., since lim, _ a;l y”q = +co, l(uIl o. < Const., the required L, estimate. 
Summary of Conjectures. Here we summarize the conjectures made 
in Proposition 3 in the three cases (i), (ii), and (iii). In each case we 
conjecture that the weak limit u of the appropriately restricted (weakly 
convergent) minimizing sequences for the associated functionals 3 on % 
(with added constraints) corresponds to the desired KPhler-Einstein 
metric. These conjectures divide into two parts. First, it is necessary to 
show that the weak limit ii is a critical point of the associated functional in 
each case. Second, it is necessary to show that ii~+B and is sufficiently 
smooth to generate the desired KHhler deformation. In future papers, we 
intend to pursue these research directions. 
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APPENDIX: DIFFERENTIAL FORMS NOTATION 
Here we rewrite some of the key equations of this article in terms of 
differential forms, hoping it will facilitate reading for those more familiar 
with this formalism. The analogous of Eq. (x) will be noted (x’) 
(1) The complex Monge-Ampere operator M(q) (13) is the ratio of 
the 2m-forms CO: = (w + (1/4i7r) dd’cp)” and CO”‘, where o is defined in (3). 
Taking into account the commutativity of even exterior algebra, we have 
o;=M(cp)u”= f (4in)yC;(dd%# A Wm-k. (16’) 
k=O 




f (4ix)-kC5fcp A (ddcq)k-l A w”-~ 
k=l 1 . (17’) 
(2) For any functional H, let us set R= (m!/n”‘) H. Recalling 
dV= (F/m!) urn (4), as regards J and Z defined in (27) and (28), we can 
write 
&d=I,Jb’hJ”--;)d~ (27’) 
I((cp) = 1 cp(w” - 07). 
x 
Developing o$, we obtain 
(28’) 
(29’) 
with &((p) = Z&((P, .. . . Cp) and 
Rk(U, ,...,ukfl)= -(4i?rpkC:,/ U,+,d&u, A ..I A d&u,/\ Um-k. (30’) 
x 
Since d&u, and o are closed forms, an integration by parts, using Stokes 
theorem, yields 
= -(4i?rpkCiI d&u, A ... A dd’ukp, A d’u, A du,,, A gmek. 
x 
(81) 
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Noting that the forms 
dd”u, A . . . A d’d”l& 1 A du, A duk+ 1 A clrk, 
dd”U, A ... A ddnUk--l A dnUk A dllUkfl A Cd-k 
(which are respectively of type (m + 2, m - l), (m - 1, m + 2)) vanish 
identically, (8 1) becomes 
Bkb,, . ..> 
A (d’u, A dllUk+l+d&+, A d”U,) A d-k, (82) 
which implies Rk is symmetric in its arguments. Also, the right-hand side 
of (82) is the sum of two integrals which are real and equal (taking the 
complex conjugate of one of them, we get the other), thus 
Rk(UI, . . . . uk+,,=I Ek(U,,-, Uk+,)mm, (32’) x 
where 
&(U,, . . . . uk + 1) urn 
i k 
=2;5 ( ) 
CL d’d”u, A . . ’ A d&h-, A du, A dNt.++l A d-k. (37’) 
In the same vein, Eq. (48) defining the functional Rk takes the form 
&(u,, . . . . uk+l)=(@kc:] [k~l(g,,+auUh)dziAdz~] 
x h=l 
A dluk A dllUk+ 1 A dpk. (48’) 
(3) The proof of inequality (38) in Proposition 1, 
k-l 
iEktul 3 ***T uk + I )I G C(m, k) 
[ 
fl FaSuhV~pd’2 
h=l 1 Ivukl I%+ 11, (38’) 
is obtained by expanding the right-hand side of (37’) in a g-orthonormal 
frame, where o = (i/2x) CT= i dz” A dz” and w”’ = (i/2n)” m! dz’ A 
dzT A ... A dz” A dze, using exterior calculus. 
On the other hand, Eq. (46), expressing the second derivative of J, 
becomes 
(d27(u))(v, w) = kzl (&)* cf, jx (ddn~)~-’ A d’u A d”w A CD”-~. (46’) 
EINSTEIN-KKHLER METRICS 
Writing (d*J(u)) (II, u) = jx SF, we get the equality 
computing A(P) in a frame adapted to U; A(P) is equal 
ny (dz” A dzL) in the development of the 2m-form 
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A = JV’vJ*M(u) by 
to the coefficient of 
c m ‘2 (1 a, dz” A dz” 
k=l ’ ,? 
)*-’ .(,,,,dzp) A (;&.dz”) 
A (-+‘dzD A dzp)m-* 
and thus 
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